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NuShield Screen Protectors
Gift Guide Pick
NuShield makes great screen protectors
for all sizes and styles of your electronic
devices. Perfect for all the lcd and
touch screen gadgets you own, they
also have a DayVue screen protector
film that reduces glare on LCD displays in
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sunlight.
The DayVue antireflective film allows
users to see the LCD screen outdoors.
The film retains the scratch resistance
that you expect from NuShield and in
addition, you can now read your LCD
display when using your device outside.
It even works when the user wears
polarized sunglasses.
I received a DayVue screen protector
for my Sony PRS600 E-reader. Because
the PRS600 has a touch screen, even
though it has an e-ink display, it isn’t an “outside” friendly device. You really have shift your
reader into a certain position, otherwise you tend to get glare on it. This is the one
downside to touch screen and LCD display e-readers.
After I applied the DayVue screen protector on my PRS600, I took it outdoors to see if it
made a difference. While I still receive a ‘reflection’ off of it (if you hold it up you can see
yourself in it), no matter what angle I hold it at, I can see the screen clearly. The DayVue
NuShield, works magnificently, and I no longer have to leave my e-reader at home when
heading outdoors, or shade it from the sunlight in order to read the screen!
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It’s simple to apply a NuShield screen protector. It’s always a good idea to begin with
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clean hands, and on a clean surface. Check to see that your device is clean as well, that
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there is no dirt, dust or finger prints on it.
The DayVue antireflective film is masked on both sides. There is a colored mask, which is
your top surface, and a clear mask, which covers the bottom side, which adheres to your
screen. Remove the clear mask over the tacky side first, and then position it at the screen
edge, gently adhere it to the screen a bit at a time, making sure that the air bubbles are
pushed from the center to the edges. Keep doing that until the entire shield is adhered to
the screen. When you are happy with the placement, simply lift the colored mask off the
top, and you are good to go!
Hook up your homies and relatives with a DayVue screen protector
this Christmas you can save 10% on purchases at
www.nushield.com with the following discount code KPR%10 (case
sensitive). Insert that code on the NuShield buy page. If you don’t
know what device your recipients own, get them a gift certificate to
fill their stocking, so they can purchase the right one!
“Disclosure of Material Connection: I received one or more of the products or services mentioned above
for free in the hope that I would mention it on my blog. This post uses affiliate links ”
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Jackie said...
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I'd love this for my computer screen. When the afternoon rolls around, I get such a
glare on my screen. Thanks for the review.
November 12, 2010

nickieisis3 said...
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I didn't know they made these for computer screens! I have something similar for my
LG touch. Can you purchase these online or in stores?
November 13, 2010

Tammy @ Play That Now said...
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Nickie - you can purchase them online the link is above in the post with a 10%
discount!
November 13, 2010
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